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高 Tc 超导约瑟夫森结对核辐射的响应
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摘要

叙述了超导体核辐射探测器的发展及高T<Y配0 超导体核辐

射探测器的研制。着重叙述了高T< Y配O超导薄膜和厚膜Josephson

结(桥结)用于核辐射探测的工作原理，高T< YBCO 薄膜和厚膜

Josephson 结核辐射探现器的制备以及它们对241Am 59.5 keY 低能 γ

射线，546 keY 的自射线的响应。结果表明，利用高T< 超导薄膜和厚

膜，特别是厚膜的Jωephson 结完全有可能研制出用以测量核辐射能

谱的高 T< 超导体枝辐射探测器.



RESPONSE OF HIGH Tc SUPERCONDUCTING

JOSEPH副}N JUNcrlON TO NUCLEAR

RADIATION

Ding Honglin Zhang Wanchang Zhang Xiufeng

(CHINA INSTITUTE OF ATOMIC ENERGY.BEUING)

ABSTRACT

The development of nuclear radiation detectors and research on high T. super

conducting nuclear radiation detectors are introduced. The emphas臼 are the princi

pie of using thin-film and thick-film Jωephson junctions (bridge junction) ba忧don

high T. YBCO superconductors to detect nuclear radiation. the fabrication of thin

film and thick-film J耐phson junction.and the res阳nse of junction to low energy

gamma-rays of 59. 5 keY emitted from 2u Am ar': beta-rays of 546 keY. The re

suIts show that a detector for measuring nuclebr radiation spectrum made of high

T. superconducting thin-film or thick-film. especially. thick-film Jωephson junc

tion .certainly can be developed.
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INTRODUCTION

At the end of fifties there was an important break-through in the field of the

nuclear radiation detector. The semiconductor detector ~揭 developed and the nu

clear science 辑部 shaken by its gαXI energy resolution.

Energy resolution mainly depends on the energy for which producing one elec

tron-hole pair by radiation raj needs in the de阳tor. The energy of producing one

electron-hole 阳ir is small. The number of produced partides is large. the f1uctl皿lon

of statistic is small. SO the energy resolution is good. In contrast .about 30 eV is re

quired to creat ion-pair in typical gas filled detector. 300 eV is required to creat a

photo electron in a scintillation counter. The value of £ for either Si or Ge semicon

ductor detector is about 3.0 eV. SO the energy resolution is notably improved.

Since the invention of the semiconductor detectors they have been widely ap

plied in the charged p由rtide detecti佣 field. Several years later. the Ge semiconduc

tor detector was developed. Since then the Y-and X-ray spectre配apy has reached a

new level and has been widely applied.

Today , more than thirty years later , a new tpye of detector , superconducting

detector , is being experimented. The superconductor is at the liquid He tempera

ture.the binding energy of c∞per pairs is of several meV. The energy gap (2 .1)) in

superconductor is about three order of magnitude smaller than the energy gap in

semiconductor. SO breaking of one electron pair only n忧dsl-2 meV. For high T ,
(l-iquid Nz temperature region) superconductor it is 20 meV. For r∞m-tempera

ture super，∞nductors in future ,it is only 90 meV.In a word ,the energy of breaking

down a c∞per electron pair is smaller than that of producing ell配tron-hole pair in

semiconductor. SO the energy resolution of superconducting detector is better than

that of semiconductor detector. In addition. the time res阳nse of superconducitng

detector is very fast 臼ring in ps. For semiconductor detector it is some ns.and for

organic scintillator .it is ns. Therefore superconducting detector has extremely good

time resolution.

Up to now , there have been only low temperature superconducting radiation

detectors found in the references. Its application is quite limited ,due to severe low

temperature condition.e. g. the operation temperature is less than 1 K. Since high

T, superconductor appeared ,it creats condition for manufacturing this new type de

tector. The prospect applications of high T, superconducting detector are as follows.
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1. Being used as detectOl" of low el!ergy X-rays in nuclear t酬。r simi且bted nu

clear test. and detector of low energy electron having lower threshold energy and

better time resolution.

2. It can replace magnetic spectrometer in high resolution chargeci-阳rticle

spectra配opy.

3. It is used for high resolution X-ray aDd I脯~ ene耶 "(-ray spectrometer.and

can make activation anal，同s and x-aω，rescent analysis rise to a new level.

4. It is used for 配回缸ry ion emitting mass spectrometer usi吨 the character

istics of the high resolution of the energy and time. It mak笛 use of E.Z method to

distingnish ions of different mass.

1 DEVELOPMENTOF SUPERCONDUCTING RADIATION DE

TECTOR

In 1949 Andrews et al. reponed the IX施sible use of a bulk superconductor as a

det配tor for partid笛 .using NbN stri阳.and they demonstrated that the detection of

particles could be achieved.

In 1961 Sherman pro严酷d an application of narrow thin film of available su

perconductor to particle detector. When an ionizing 阳rticle 阳ssed through the

film.a part of it makes the phase transition from superconducting state to normal

state and ∞nsequently the current through the film sh∞ld be reduced.

In 1965 Spiel et al.阳ntedωt that when a particle impin伊d on the supercon

ductor of Sn and In. a small cylindrical region surrounding the particle trace was

driven normal.

In 1969 WαXI and White.demonstrated the 院嗣ibility of using superconductor

as detector. for ionizing radiation. They firstly observed the electric pulse induced in

STJ (superc∞ducting tunnel junction) by 阳rticles. 刀ley used a cr，饵sed-film Sn

junction (400 nm with an 1 nm !hickness of insutating oxide layer)' and the junc

tion was bombarded by a-particles from a %3'pu source.

In 1972 WαXI and White used STJ to detect a-Panicles. They ob阳ved signal

puis height was nineteen times larger than r∞t mean 呵回re noise.

In 1981 a search for the applicability of superconducting tunnel junction as a

nuclear radiation detector was carried out by Kurakadu and Mazaki.臼1 the basis of

the fact that excess quasiparticles produced by incident nuclear radiation play an es
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sential role in the im阳lsive change in the I- V characteristics of thfO junction.

In ] 984 Kurakadu et al. measured the spectrum of Cl-puticles with Sn-Sn.oy 

Sn STj and calculated threshold energy which showed that the be髓king down en

ergy of c∞per pair was 1. 63 meV and Fano factor w槌 0.195.

In 1986 H. Karus et al. at the Techniche Uni四rsity of Munchen. used thin

film superconducting tunnel junction (Sn/SnDISn) at a temperat町e of o. 3 K irra

diated by as如 X-ray source. Pulses due to photo-absorption in the devic臼 were

o~rved. The Mn K.K~ lines were at 5.89 and 6.49 keY respec:ti四ly and FWHM

was 250 eV.

D. Twerenbold at Swiss Institute of Nuclear Research showed Giaever-type

superconducting tunnel junction which was 臼nsitive to the ioni2:ation energy of low

energy X-ray phot臼. The Mn K.K~ photos from a sSfe source were detected with

an energy resolition of 90 eV(FWHM) at the energy of 5.98 keY. The operating

temperature of the detector Sn/SnO/Sn junction on a quanz substrate was O. 32

K. The energy resolution of detector is better than the energy resoluton of Si(Li)

detector.

In 1988 Swiss Institute of Nuclear Research used Sn/Sn.O./Sn STj as a de

tecte、r for Mn K. 5.89 keY and obtained FWHM of 48 eV at 0.4 K. The FWHM

value was better than FWHM value of Si(Li) detector. Energy resolution was obvi

ously improved. unfortunately. characteristic of temperature cycle of Sn STj was

very bad .after one temperature cycle.the characteristic was degeneracy.

T. Telerrins et al. developed superconducting position sensitive detector ω

they opened a new application field.

In ]989 M. Kurakadu et al. developed NbAI.Nb STj. In 1990 they developed

NbAI-AIO.-Nb STj this is the lowest noise level attained with NbAI-AIO.-Nb STj

up to now and it is about three times smaller than thωe of high resolution semicon

ductor Si (Li) detector. The full width at half maximum of the pulse signal peak

was only 30 eV.In addition.NbAI-AIO.-Nb STj is more resistant to thermal cycle

than Sn junction. But.owing to very low operation temperature.it can't be applied

and popularized.

The discovery of high T, superconducting materials has been for five years.

But research products of high 1', superconducting nuclear radiation detector have

not been reported.
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2 DEVELOPMENT OF HIGH T. SUPERCONDUCTING NU

CLEAR RADIATION DETECTOR

Z.I 甸阳a__ ，..恤刷e

The superconducting nud甜r radiation detector mainly utilizes the s1q:町con

ducting tunnel junction which is a sandwich of the two superc臼叫町ting material

layers with an insulator layer in the 饵nter. It is refered to as SIS Josephson junction

or Giaever j四lCtion.

When an ioniung阳nic坠阳ssn through the STJ.on theωIe hand it directly

breaks down co(加r pairs and produces quasi阳rticles by the incident nuclear radia

tion ionizeti侃 process. In the other hand. because the particle energy depc坦ted in

the superconducting junction region prod股es nonthermal phon∞s by the incident

nuclear radiation interaction with the lattice.nuclear quasi阳rticles are produced by

the phonons of electronic excitation in the superconductor. These q回s\阳nicles 阳55

through insulator layer barrier by tunnelling and enter 叩，posite superconducting

material layer. Finally these quasi阳rticles of tunnelling are coU配ted and voltage

signal pules is generated.

The fabrication of high 汇 superconducting tunnelling junction is very diffi

cult. because the fabrication of superconducting material ~lDd film needs high tem

perature of 700-900{; in the technical process. SO we are using bridge junction of

high 1", superconductor to investigate nuclear radiation detector. There are two op
eration principles as follwed.

Z. 1. 1 Thermal 翩翩Un type

It takes advantage of zero resistnace characteristic of high T. superc回lductor

at. for examples.90 K.

In this case.it is important that the resistance of superconducting detector in

the operating state must be equal to zero. The output voltage pul踊 of such a detec

阳 are formed as follows. When a 阳rtide pa酶s through the region of bridge junc

tion. a rather warm region is formed in the bridge junction zone of the film. from

which the heat begins to diffuse radially. If this is biased by a subcritical current I.

it begins to flow around the expansible warm region as shown in Fig. 1.
Owing to the change i'l the direction of the current .an emf is induced in the

normal region. closed currents are formed and therefore. Joule heat is released

which contributes to the temperature and variation of the normal region. This facili
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tates it ex阴阳佣. The original normal region is expanded until the current density

in ad严.cent regions exCftds the critical value and the entir曹臼回萨耐tions of the film

enters the normal state.a voltage dr叩 is created 配R回 it and a signal 四n be de
tected.

In other words if br挝~ge .iu前往on ofw讪h W is biased by a subcritical current

Ia 阳rticle traversing it w世 creat a normal zone with r叫ius of

r= (W • 21.> (I.-I>

Causing volta~ pulse with amplitude

V=2roI.A

This can either turn the normal region of bridge junction into the bri喝醉如配『

tion of the fulllength or creat a short self r，配overing pulse.

1.1.1 旬嗣同meier Iype

We use the change of the nonnal electron tunneling current in the direct I-V

characteristic of high To J臼ephson junciton. If this is hi.四d in the bridge junction

by current I. which 臼 greater than the critical current 10 ,there is a mix state of su

perconducting and re由tance in it. The current阳ssing through the bridge juntion is

the current of normal electron and superconducting cooper 阳irs. The IR dr'叩 IS

produced by normal electron current at the two end of the bridge junciton.

When a particle pa蜡s through region of bridge junction.c∞per pairs are br<>

ken down and quasiparticles are formed which are practically identical to normal

electrons. As a result. the reduction of the number of c，饵'町阳ir and the increase of

nornal electron number 侃cur.in turn.the normal electron current and volta~ are

increased at the twoend of bridge junction.and we obtain a signal pulse voltage. We

use a stepping-up transformer.a low noise wide band pr，臼mplifer and a spectrome
ter amplifer to carry out the energy spectrum analysis of signal 阳Ise of ionizing nu

clear radiation.

1. 1 The r.bricalion or high T. supercondUding nuclear ndiaUon deledor

<I) Choc田 gα泊-quality high Tc superconductors with Tc注85 K.

(2) Thickness of superconducting film are 200-~OO nm with substrate mate
rials ,SrTiO or zeO.

(3) By photωtching.fabricate superconducting bridge juncition. Two kinds of

structures of 5uperconducting bridge junction are as shown in Fig. 2.

(4) Evaporate Ag contact electrodes and materials sensiti鸭 to nuclear radia

han 10 vaccum.
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(5) Fabricate four 坠甜 electrt曲5 fo1' te剖ins·

(6) 缸perc回tdu::ting jwaetion ar曹 fixed OIl the cc地d finger.

(7) EVacl且ti...， and cooling.

1.3 Met..........".咀锢Ie ef deta'JIia-a CIaanC:taiIItiC

We first measur曹 the resistance of the bridge junction at room temperat町em

air. Val田 of resistar忧曹 was related to width and lIP啤th of br剖ge 归时tion.and it

was inversely p叫)()rtional to w诅th 相d PI'(脚rtional to length. We em抖。，yed

bridges of ju配ti∞ different widths and 坠啤ths whose r四sta配ew部 50-300 O.

We then measure char配teristics of T.-R.l.-V of high T. 四pen:ond配ting

bridge junction at low temperature in vacuum.

A suitable bias current was chosen to m回suretheres阳回 of high T. Y配O
bridge junction to low energy l-rays and Sr-Y ~rays.

3 RESULTS

The sketch of the testing device is shown in Fig. 3. the results are as follows:

}. Changes of J. characteristic of high T. YBCO bridge junction with∞t and

with irradiation a陀 shown in Fig. 4.

2. Changes of the output voltage without and with irradiation of 2u Am are

IIhown in Fig.5.

3. Changes of the output voltage with different acti叩ies of m Am low energy

'Y-rays are plotted in Fig. 6.

4. r.hang~ of the output voltage with and without irradiation of Sr-Y ~rays

are illustrated in Fig. 7.

5. The response curve of high T. YBCO bridge junction to Sr-Y ~rays is

shown in Fig. 8.
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